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Props

Lawn chair
Cotton ball
Various sized sticks and logs
Players

Two Scouts

The Skit

Scout 1 is sitting in a lawn chair and Scout 2 is standing
next to him.

Scout 1: It’s pretty cold out tonight, so John and I are going
to show you how to build a fire. This is an important Scout
lesson, so pay attention! First we need some tinder. Belly
button lint makes great tinder. John, could we use your belly
button lint?

Scout 2 lies down on the ground on his back and pulls up his
shirt a little to expose his belly button.

Scout 1: John, I think it would be better if you removed the
lint instead!

Scout 2 nods his head, turns around so the audience can’t
see, and produces his belly button lint – a big cotton ball.

Scout 1: Wow! That’s a lot of belly button lint. Maybe you
should clean that out more often.

Scout 2 shrugs and puts the cotton ball on the ground.

Scout 1: Now we need some small twigs and sticks. John,
could you find some for us.
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Scout 2 brings in about three good sized logs.

Scout 1: That’s a little larger than I was thinking about. I
want some really small twigs and sticks.

Scout 2 puts down the logs and goes out. He returns with a
few large sticks – 1 to 2 inches in diameter.

Scout 1 (starting to get exasperated): Still too large. That’s
not how to build a fire! Lots and lots of tiny, tiny sticks!

Scout 2 puts down the large sticks and leaves. He brings in
one twig and holds it up.

Scout 1 (getting more angry): We need more than that!

Scout 2 walks out. Scout 1 keeps looking around for him.

Scout 1: I guess if you want something done right you have
to do it yourself!

Scout 1 gets out of his chair and storms out in the opposite
direction of Scout 2. Scout 2 returns with a good sized load
of twigs and small sticks. He proceeds to efficiently make
the fire with the other materials he brought in earlier. He
lights it (either pretend or for real), and sits in the chair,
holding his hands over it to warm them.

Scout 1 returns with a disorganized array of sticks and logs.
He sees Scout 2 sitting in his chair, drops his fire building
materials, and throws his arms up into the air.

Scout 1: I can’t believe it!
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